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Polonoroeste, a development project partially financed by the World Bank and located in western
Brazil, is now in its fifth year, and has the distinction of international notoriety. It has been dubbed
one of the world's "fatal five" projects most damaging to rain forests, and is the target of criticism by
Indian rights activists. To the present, the World Bank has financed six loans for Polonoreste totaling
$443.4 million of a total projected cost of $1.6 billion.
The project consists of a three-phase integrated development plan encompassing Rondonia
and western Mato Grosso states. The project's centerpiece is a highway between Cuiaba and
Porto Velho and several feeder roads to facilitate the settlement of thousands of peasants in 39
colonization areas. Also included in the project are environmental protection and the protection of
the indigenous population, numbering about 8,000.
Both the World Bank and the Brazilian government have been criticized for not implementing the
protection components of the project. The Bank is reportedly ill-equipped for supervision of the
environmental component since its Office for Environmental and Scientific Affairs employs only one
professional ecologist. Next, Brasilia has resisted a suggestion by the Bank to accept the assistance of
an outside specialist for coping with the indigenous population in place of FUNAI (Brazilian Indian
Agency). In addition to being considered inefficient and corrupt, FUNAI lacks the power to enforce
Indian resettlement.
In 1985, as a result of protests by environmental and indigenous rights groups and concern
expressed by the US Congress, the World Bank suspended a $256 million loan earmarked for
Polonoroeste, pending improved enforcement in protecting 15 demarcated national parks and
reservations.
By year-end, however, the Bank granted the loan despite no major improvements. The arrival
of approximately 75,000 peasants every year in Rondonia has contributed to the highest level of
deforestation in the Amazon region. Peasants are invading national wilderness areas, and Indian
reserves. In addition to pushing the natives off the land, the migrants are bringing diseases such as
malaria, tuberculosis, and measles to which the indigenous population has little or no immunity.
The top soil is being depleted by cattle ranching, "queimadas" (clearing the land by controlled fires),
and other destructive agricultural practices.
Critics point out that the IBDF (Brazilian Forestry Institute) and FUNAI provide services to new
immigrants rather than protecting the local inhabitants and the natural resource base. Moreover,
migration to the area has become a safety valve mechanism to alleviate tensions arising from the
failure to implement agrarian reform in the country's traditional agricultural regions. INCRA
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(National Institute for Colonization and Agrarian Reform) encouraged migration for many years
during the military government, and the practice has continued under the current civilian regime.
Although the administration of President Jose Sarney promised to implement an ambitious agrarian
reform program, very little has thus far been accomplished. (Basic data from Washington Report on
the Western Hemisphere, 11/26/86, pp. 4-5).
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